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The Loren Houston owned, Super Wally won the $81,000. second division of the Colonial Trot hosted by Foxboro Park in 2:00.3 for driver, Mike Allen.
28TH EDITION OF COLONIAL TROT HOSTED BY FOXBORO
On the day when the National Football 
League held its annual college draft, Super 
Wally, owned and bred by former "Rookie Of 
The Year" Loren Houston, held off two chal­
lengers in the stretch to equal the track record 
for three year old trotting colts and win the 
second $81,000. division of the First ever 
Colonial Trot to be held at Foxboro Park.
As is the case with the majority of trotters 
who wear trotting hopples in the Carl & Rod 
Allen Stable, this equipment may be proving 
to be a necessary addition to a young trotter’s 
equipment card. It certainly made a difference 
for Super Wally, who sat in the two hole for 
First half while Dr. Fabe set the early 
;tions. In the Final turn, driver Mike Allen 
ent to the outside, collared the leader with a
quarter mile to go and trotted his Final quarter 
in :31 seconds to win by three quarters of a 
length in 2:00.3 over Meadowbranch Jerzy.
Going off at odds of 3-1, Super Wally paid 
$7.80. The owner and breeder of this three 
year old son of Super Bowl, Loren Houston 
was a star with the Washington Redskins after 
earning All-America status at Purdue. Driver, 
Mike Allen said after the race that his colt has 
the speed, but has been tough to control. Such 
was not the case in the Colonial, as Super 
Wally minded his manners in the trotting 
hopples on Foxboro’s tight turns.
In the first $81,000. division of the Colo­
nial Trot, Keystone Galactic, owned trained 
and driven by Roger Hammer, took command 
early and then held off the late charge of
Pulsar Hanover.
The morning line favorite, and the less than 
even money choice at Foxboro Park, took 
command of the race from the gate and was 
never headed. He maintained a two length 
margin throughout the race before driver, Joe 
Offut, put Pulsar Hanover in gear for the late 
charge. Keystone Galactic, however, held off 
the charge to win by a head in 2:00.1.
This was the First time in the twenty eight 
year history of the Colonial Trot that the event 
was held in New England. Foxboro now owns 
the rights to one of the most prestigious races 
in th6 trotting world.
On an outstanding Saturday night card at 
Foxboro, with a season-high crowd of nearly 
4,000 in attendance, Jack Molesworth’s, Stin-
son’s Pro, trained by Leonard LeBlanc and 
driven by Kim Ireland, was in total command 
as he trotted to a 2:03.3 victory in the $7,700. 
Final of the Fox Trot Series for claiming 
trotters. In other Feature events, John DiAn 
tonio & BemadetteFoley’s, Hornby Blaze won 
his second straight Free For All Pace in 1:57 
for trainer/driver, Ralph Andersen; Roger 
Slobody’s Morning Fantasy kept her streak 
alive as she won her third in a row in 2:00.3 in 
the $4,800. Fillies & Mares Open Handicap 
for driver/trainer, Wendy Donaway; and fi­
nally Richard Harju’s Superpowerful burst 
out of the pack in the Final sixteenth to score 
a 1:59 win for trainer, John MeAssey . and 
driver,Frank MacEachem in the$3,500. Junior 
Free For All Pace. BY JOE HARTMANN
IMPORTANT DATES & UPCOMING EVENTS
May 5 - 
May 6 - 
May 6 - 
May 7 - 
May 13 
May 13 
May 15 
May 15 
May 15 
May 15
$9,000. Boston T Party Trot Final - Foxboro Park 
$3,000. Pine Tree Pacing Series (1st leg) - Scarborough Downs 
$20,000. Dr. Wm. Lee Memorial Pace Final - Pompano Park 
$9,000. Jitterbug Pace Final - Foxboro Park
- $3,000. Pine Tree Pacing Series (2nd leg) - Scarborough Downs
- $3,000. Sophomore Pacing Series (1st leg) Foxboro Park
- Boots & Saddles Series - Nominations due $25.
- Mass Sire Stakes - Yearling Nominations due $25.
- New England Sulky Yearling Nominations due $25.
- Maine Breeders Stakes Yearling Nominations due $10.
May 15 - Maine Breeders Stakes Nominations due: 2yr ($50.) 3yr ($75.)
May 15 - CKGBillings Amateur Drivers Nominations due - $250.
May 15 - Spring Blooded Horse Sale - Delaware, Ohio 
May 16 - Maine-Bred Pacing Series Nominations due $75. - Bangor Raceway 
May 20 - $3,000. Sophomore Pacing Series (2nd leg) Foxboro Park 
May 20 - $3,000. Pine Tree Pacing Series (3rd leg) Scarborough Downs 
May 20 - Pine Tree Mixed Sale with Equipment - 9:00a.m. Cumberland Fair 
May 27 - $1,250. Roy Gartley Pacing Series (1st leg) Bangor Raceway 
May 27 - $8,000. Sophomore Pacing Series Final - Foxboro Park 
May 27 - $6,000. Pine Tree Pacing Final - Scarborough Downs 
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For Subscriptions Or Advertising Contact:
NORTHEAST HARNESS NEWS 
Jean Emerson, Editor 
456 Boom Rd.
Saco, Maine 04072 
Tel. 207-282-9295
(Deadline for June issue...May 17th)
Advertising Rates
(U.S. Funds Please)
SIZE SPECS COST
Full Page (13"xl0") $250.00
Half Page (6-1/2" xlO") $125.00
Quarter page (6-1/2" x5") $65.00
Eighth Page (3-l/4"x5") $35.00
Classified (l-l/2"x5") $15.00
(There will be a 10% charge for color & screens when available.)
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L
Please check your mailing label for correct address and expiration of your 
subscription. Notify of a change immediately to avoid interruption of delivery. | 
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072
r
The Northeast Harness News is published in ten issues (Jan./Feb.-Mar.- Apr.- 
May - June - July - Aug.- Sept.- Oct.- Nov./Dec.) for $15.00 per year, by Jean 
B. Emerson at R.R.4, Alfred Rd., Biddeford, Me. 04005. Second class postage 
paid in Biddeford, Me. U.S.P.S. 747-590. Postmaster send address changes to: 
Northeast Harness News, 456 Boom Rd., Saco, Maine, 04072._______________
For Those Interested In
The Standardbred Sport!
HEAST HARNESS NEWS
Subscribe Today...$15.00...10 Exciting Issues!
We welcome you to join us, as the Standardbred industry experiences a 
resurgence of racing in the Northeast sector in the 90 s. This is an excellent 
opportunity to keep abreast of the latest in harness happenings from Maine
to Florida_for a very reasonable fee....as we follow New Englanders on the
racing and simulcasting scene. Sign up today, don't miss a single issue!
Make checks payable to: Northeast Harness News
jvjevv______ Renew______ Print Mailing Address CHECK NU M BER :-------------
CHECK D A T E ________
NAM E:-------
ADDRESS:.
-ZIP:.
TEL..
Return to: Jean Emerson, Editor, 456 Boom Road, Saco, Maine 04072.
Raceway Park in Toledo, Ohio, has an unusual number of New Englanders in 
officiating positions this year. A 9% increase in handle in 1995 makes "The 
Clan" look very good. (1 to r) Bruce Patterson, S tarter & Patrol Judge (Me.), 
Mike Hall, State Steward & Presiding Judge (Me.), Gary McCarthy, Associate 
Judge (Ct.), Rick Kane, Director of Racing (N.H.), Barbara Smith, Program 
Director & Clerk of Course (Me.) and Pam Miller, Asst. Race Secretary (Me.)
Please Note!
I am available at your convenience 
to give tests for Trainers, Drivers 
and Officials in New England.
William H. Faucher
USTA Director, District #9
P.O. Box 51 Hinsdale, N.H. 03451 Tel. 603-336-7272
PINE TREE MIXED SALE
Saturday, May 20th Cumberland Raceway
Featuring
Large Assortment of NEW Equipment
Auctioneer, Jay Hanson
Equipment Sells At 9:00 a.m. - Horses At 11:00 a.m.
To Consign Horses Call: 207-846-5649
Harold Ralph, Pres. Clayton Smith, Mgr.
Congratulations To:
MARK BECKWITH - Leading Driver At Rosecroft 
Raceway, who recently annexed his 1,000th win. 
BILL FAUCHER - Who has been appointed 
to the USTA Board Of Directors.
MIKE DOHERTY - On his first Lifetime Win 4/17/95 
at Foxboro with the gelding Helatross in 1:58.4. 
GREG BOWDEN - Who annexed his 1,000th win 
recently at Fairmount.Park.
NEW ENGLANDERS TURNOUT FOR FSBOA SALE
Kelly Case leads horses into the ring at the FSBOA sale, she 11 be joining 
Dave Ingraham , top driver at Yonkers, lor the summer months.
Bro n, his uncle, Deane and his father. Dean, check'pedigrees on the horses 
ing sold at the FSBOA auction.
. _i . Ralph Simmons anoiwife of Maine were in.attendance, that's Medley Watson 
'  ‘also of$faTm£ sftbng1)ack in the next rowcehreV...............
Sharon Rhodes, FSBOA secretary, with jack  Oretsky, who purchased Eroticus 
who has won his last two starts for Vermont trainer, jimmy Mattison.
Sale attendees Keggie r,ari or canaaa , rcoger t rmux <wu j w  vi 
Hampshire check their catalogues for select stock offerings.
"" \
jforn and Diane Long, formerly of Mass, view the entries at the recent FSBOA
Sandy and son, I odd Smith, who formerly raced the New England circuit, 
have opted for the year round racing at Pompano Harness.
m
i r~
m
BoMferry^Ge(>rge and Carleton Chamberlin and Mona Smith came down 
from Maine to purchase racing stock and enjoy the warm weather. ____
rag e  ** ^unoeaM  n « i u c »  i« n D  - _________  ________________________
MAINE STANDARDBRED BREEDERS STAKES
TRACK
.TUNE
Scarborough Downs
1995 Official Racing Schedule
MON. TUES. WED THUR FRI
30 (3yr.t)
SAT
JliLX  
1 (3yr.fp)
SUN
2 (3yr.cp)
■IllLY--------------------------------
Bangor Raceway . • i  *> : * :k *. , > •
7 (3yr.t) 8 (3yr.fp) 9 (3yr.cp)
Bangor Raceway 12 (2yr.t) 
(2yr.fp)
14 (3yr.t) 
(2yr.cp)
15 (3yr.fp) 16 (3yr.cp)
Bangor Raceway 19 (2yr.t) 
(2yr.fp)
21 (2yr.cp) 
(3yr.t)
22 (3yr.fp) 23 (3yr.cp)
Scarborough Downs 25 (2yr.fp) 26 (2yr.cp) 
(2yr.t)
28 (3yr.t) 29 (3yr.fp) 30 (3yr.cp)
AUGUST---------------------------
Skowhegan Extended 1 (2yr.fp) 2 (2yr.cp) 3 (2yr.t) 4 (3yr.t) 
(3yr.fp)
5 (3yr.cp)
Topsham Fair 7 (2yr.fp) 8 (2yr.t) 
(2yr.cp)
• ! • 1 1 I • 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 •
Northern Maine Fair 10 (3yr.t) 
(3yr.fp)
11 (3yr.cp)
Scarborough Downs 15 (2yr.t) 16 (3yr. t) 
(2yr.fp) (2yr.cp)
18 (3yr.fp) 19 (3yr.cp)
Scarborough Downs 22 (2yr.t) 23 (2yr.cp) 
(2yr.fp)
Union Fair 24 (3yr.t) 25 (3yr.fp) 26 (3yr.cp)
Windsor Fair 28 (2yr.t) 29 (2yr.cp) 30 (2yr.fp) 31 (3yr.t)
SEPTEMBER................................
Windsor Fair 1 (3yr.fp) 2 (3yr.cp)
Bangor Raceway Saturday, 9th 2yr. old FINALS
Farmington Fair 20 (3yr.t) 21 (3yr.fp) 22 (3yr.cp)
Cumberland Fair 27 (3yr.t) 28 (3yr.fp) 29 (3yr.cp)
OCTOBER.....................................
Fryeburg Fair 4 (3yr.t) 5 (3yr.fp) 6 (3yr.cp)
Scarborough Downs Sunday, 15th 3yr. old FINALS
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Breed To Early Speed, And Winner of $304,328.
FEDERAL MONEY
(Diamond Exchange - Hula Bowl - Super Bowl)
2, 2:06.4h - 3,1:59.2 - 6,1:56.4 $304,328.
(Officially timed in 1:55.3)
Standing his 1995 season at Walnut Hill Farm in Massachusetts
At 2, Federal Money finished second in the NYSS at Saratoga; third in the NYSS at Vernon Downs, 
and was timed in 2:04. He then went on to set the track record for two year old trotters at Scarborough.
At 3, he was the winner of the $126,530. NYSS at Yonkers; second in the NYSS at Monticello, Buffalo 
and Vernon; third in the NYSS at Syracuse, Saratoga and Batavia. Again, he set the track record at 
Scarborough Downs, this time for three year old trotters. Federal Money then went on to compete in and 
win Open Trot Events at Yonkers and The Meadowlands. Federal Money's racing record clearly indicates 
that he's the best choice for your trotting mare! Foals eligible for Mass Sire Stakes and the N.E.S.C.
SERVICE FEE: $750.
Carol Gaucher, Farm Manager, Norcross Rd. Spencer, MA. 01562 Tel. 508-885-2306
The Pompano Track Kitchen Jean Emerson Photo
Thanks to lessees, Terry Gladu, Claude Ferland and Giiles Valleries the Track 
Kitchen was a tremendous success this year. The food and service was excellent 
and the company of long time patrons was, as usual, unexcelled.
.......
Closing out the season before the exodus North, Vic Lavin of Vermont chats with 
Aime Choquette, A rt Courtemanche and Sparky Forrest over morning coffee.
The bleachers in front of the track kitchen offer a convenient spot to watch and 
the colts in training. These early birds include Joe Caico of Mass, and Marvellen 
and Dave McDuffee of New Hampshire with colts in the Tom Haughton barn.
Del Miller and Jim  Caffrey meet outside the Track Kitchen, a popular place for 
all of harnessdom to congregate whenever they’re in the vicinity.
MAINE
TANBARBBREB
EE
STAKES
Sustaining Fees Due May 15th 
For Trotters & Pacers
Mike and Jeff Graffam's, TOWNSHIP CAHOOTS, wins at Scarborough Downs 
in 2:01.2. That's Bethany and Nick in the winners circle with their mother, Lori.
Two Year Olds - $50.00 
Three Year Olds - $70.00 
Yearling Nomination Payments 
Of $10.00 Due By May 15th For 
All Maine-Bred Colts & Fillies
Make Checks Payable To:
Maine State Harness Racing Commission 
State House Station #28 
Augusta, Maine 04333-0028
Stanley Dancer and Donerail, Two Year Old Trotting Colt of 1994, who is owned 
by Robert Suslow& Hanover Shoe Farm, are aiming for the Triple Crown in '95.
Dancer & Donerail Live It Up!
BY JEAN EMERSON
Donerail, the two year old trotting colt of Promptly at 7:45 p.m. Dancer with Don- 
the year in 1994, trained and driven by Stanley erail and assistant, Doug Gillies with Live- 
Dancer, was victorious in 13 of 15 starts and long Victory, left out behind the gate. Don- 
ann exed  $636,925. This outstanding contender erail pulled quickly to the lead, with the filly 
for the Triple Crown is owned by Robert dropping in behind. With quarters in 31.2, 
Suslow and Hanover Shoe Farms. 1:00.3, 1:29.2 the colt continued to cut the
On April 28th, to the delight of Pompano mileto the finish, with the filly lapped on at the 
patrons,the two top three year old trotters in wire in 1:57.4.
the Dancer stable; the colt, Donerail and the With all the major stakes ahead during the 
filly, Lifelong Victory (both, by the way, by upcoming season, it appears that this duo will 
Valley Victory) went an official workout after be ready for whatever comes down the pike, 
the first race. We wish the best of luck in '95!
The Graffam Barn Is Hot!
BY JEAN EMERSON
At 31, Mike Graffam is on a high roll, this trotter, J’AimeTrotta, has kept a steady stream 
is his best season ever. As of April 23rd, he is of mares filtering in and out of the Blackstrap 
the leading percentage trainer and driver at Road facility. Of course "Gramps" and cousin, 
Scarborough Downs.With a training average Jeff Graffam pitch in to help on a regular 
of .556 (18 - 7-3-4) and a driving average of basis, especially on race days.
.496 (15 - 5-2-4) it appears that he has come Last fall the Judith and James Bradley 
fullcircle.Itcouldn'thappentoanicerperson! owned, Transmit, ended up at the Rochester
The Norton Farm has been the spawning Equine Clinic with a stifle that looked to put 
ground for a number of "today's harness rac- him out of business. He had had only one race 
ing families." Be it nephews, cousins, grand- after coming out of the Bartlett Stable in July. 
sons, Loring Norton has been the catalyst that Mike brought the horse back to the farm, 
drew them into the harness racing business.The turned him out, jogging him back into condi- 
stable encompassed all phases of farming, tion with easy miles at the beach. To date he 
From seeding to harvesting hay, from winter owns the fastest seasonal mile at Scarborough 
sleigh rides to delivering grain; from breeding Downs of 1:57.3 with 9 (3-2-1). The happy 
mares to breaking colts and racing a sizeable owners have paid him up in the Maine Breed- 
stable, there was always something for all the ers Stakes and have bred their mare to him! 
kids to do. Bruce Ranger, a top driver/trainer Another stable topper, Township Caboots,
at Pompano Park, is a product of this environ- owned by Mike and Jeff, has also performed 
ment, as is Joe Morris, presendy General extremely well recently. Racing in the Win- 
Manager of Hinsdale Raceway. But it was ners Over class this Canadian-bred has stats of 
grandson, Mike Graffam that stayed on to run 6 (2-1-2) in 1995, pacing close to 2:00 every 
the farm when "Gramps" retired this past start. Homebred winners, Super Sammy 3 (1- 
January. With two new stallions, a new brood- 0-3)and Come Along Velvet, 4 (2-0-0) round 
mare band, plus a racing stable...he and wife, out the present racing stable.
Lori, have their work cut out for them. With family farms disappearing off the
Not only has Lady Luck been smiling on face of the earth, it certainly is refreshing to 
the racing stable, but the breeding barn has see young people have the courage to "pick 
also been operating at full throttle. The acqui- up the reins and have success in an agricul- 
sition of pacing stallion, Radiant Ruler and turally based business.
t*<
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Norton Farm’s New Stallions
EA PIA N T EUJLEE
p. 2,1:54.4 $199,666.
(Sonsam - Full Catch - Strike Out)
”A Proven Sire Of Early Speed!
Sire of 115 in 2:00 and 21 in 1:55, including 22 2:00 two year olds.
He is the sire of the winners of over $6,057,000. with 15 $100,000. winners, including:
Ruler’s Chippie p.3, l:53.2f; 4, l:52.3f ($226,471.) WORLD CHAMPION Mafi p .2 ,1:59.2; 3,1:57.1; 4 1:52.4 ($420,123.)
Dirk Almahurst p.2, l:58.3h; 3,1:55; 1:54.3 ($221,668.) Bermuda Almahurst p .3 ,1:53.4; l:52.1-’94 ($141,123.)
Fabulious p.2, l:58.2f; 3, l:57.4f; 4, l:54.1f ($225,514.) Brynn M. p .2 ,1:56.3; 4,1:53.4 -’94 ($160,067.)
Miss Marpole p .3 ,1:57.1; 4, l:55.2f ($151,120.) Cassie’s Ruler p.3, l:57.1h; 4,1:52.4 - ’94 ($200,042.)
Lady Ruler p.2,2:03.1f; 4,156.3; 1:55 ($141,169.) Bolsa p.3, l:56.3f; 4, l:55.4f; l:54.2f ($140,636.)
Buckthorn p.2, l:57.1f; 4, l:53.2f; 1:53.2 ($121,532.) Phantom Ruler p.2, l:58.1f; 3,1:54.3 ($113,696.)
Dumpling Almahurst p .3 ,1:55.3; 4,T1:52.4 ($108,000.) Star Ruler p .3 ,1:54.3; 4,1:53.3 ($104,482.)
Also....Dark Rye p.4,l:54.1f ($105,848.); Party Ruler p.4,l:54.2f ($94,552.); Gemini Jack p.3,1:55.3 and Radiant Wiz p.3,1:56 
And 1994 Two Year Olds: JD’s Rea Ql:57.2; Divine Rulerl:57.4; Teller U Lover Q.2:01;Party Animal Bob Q2:01.3h; 
Canvasback Radar 2:01.4; Reveille Ruler 2:04h and 6 others (42% of total number of foals starting).
With 51% of his starters in 2:00, and over 10% in 1:55, Radiant Ruler is by far the most productive sire to ever 
stand in the State of Maine. A proven sire of early speed, The Ruler has had 80 2:05 two year olds and 81 2:00 three 
year olds. He crosses well with almost any bloodline, with his top nine offspring all coming from different broodmare
sires! Unlike a lot of other Maine sires, his fillies are just as good as his colts. Radiant Ruler has had numerous sub 
1:55 three year old winners; including Code Name p .3 ,1:54.4, race-timed in 1:51.3; TC's Ruler p.3, l:52.4f; Count 
Kyson p .3 ,1:53.4 etc. The Ruler was considered the best two year old in the country in 1983, before an injury ended 
his career. He won the Fox Stakes, Almahurst Farm Stakes, the Matron and was second in the Woodrow Wilson. 
Breed to The Ruler...Maine,s leading percentage sire of 1:55. 2:00 and 2:05 pacers.
1995 Stud Fee: $1,000.
Please Note! Semen Transport Available...In or Out Of State
jj° ah EOTTTA
3, 2:02.3f, race-timed in 1:59 (Speedy Crown - Nanuet Hanover - Super Bowl)
J’Aime Trotta is from one of the all time fastest and the most productive trotting families ever! His dam, Nanuet 
Hanover 2, 2:00 - T. 1:57, stakes winner of over $70,000. is a full sister to Noxie Hanover 2, T.l:55, the fastest two 
year old trotter ever. She is also a full sister to Super Way 3, 2:00.1, the leading sire in Germany for the past 
fifteen years, procucing offspring such as the prominent Diamond Way.His sire, Speedy Crown, with 11 in 1:55 
367 in 2:00, is a remarkable producer of the following sires: Armbro Goal, Crowning Point, Defiant Yankee, 
Prakas, Royal Prestige, Rule the Wind, Sir Taurus , Speedy Somolli and T.V.Yankee. J’Aime Trotta, who was 
lightly raced at two, was extremely fast. At three he was second in two N.Y. Sire Stakes and stakes placed In the 
Landmark. With this kind of breeding and proven production his foals are sure to be Maine Stakes champions.
1995 Stud Fee $750.
Contact: Mike or Lori Graffam, Farm Managers Tel. 207-797-7577 613 Blackstrap Rd. Falmouth, Maine 04105 
Conveniently located just minutes from Exit 10 Maine Turnpike. We are a complete boarding and foaling facility, 
as well as a public racing stable, with our own jogging track, just minutes from Cumberland's training track.
Also available...dai!y turnouts for racehorses in need of a rest. We treat your stock as we'd treat our own.
(All Foals Eligible To Maine Breeders Stakes & New England Sulky Championships)
PROPERTY FOR SALE ON THE 
SACO RIVER IN SOUTHERN MAINE
The riverside meadow is located approximately 500’ from the crest of the hillsic 
offering spectacular views of river, fields and trees^enhancing total privacy.
Flowing from the White Mts. to the ocean, the Saco River, which is Maine s 
cleanest, borders the property and is noted for fishing, swimming, and boating.
SANDY BROOK FARM
An opportunity to purchase total privacy in an unspoiled, natural location, 
surprisingly close to the center of population in New England.
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SANDY BROOK FARM:
A Unique Investment Property In A Prime Location!
Real estate consists of property on 40+ acres of land with house, 
barn and sheds located on the Boom Road in Saco, Maine, with 
approximately 1000' frontage and over 1200' on the Saco River. The 
acreage is very private with a brook, rolling hills, pasture land and 
natural areas of woods and low growth.
Since 1970, Sandy Brook Farm has served as a Standardbred 
breeding and training facility with a quarter mile jogging track. 
The farm is located just ninety minutes north of Boston.
Description as follows:
House — 3 bedrooms, 11/2 bath, full cellar and large attic. The 
kitchen and bath have been recently remodeled, plus an office with 
outside entrance was added for a total of seven rooms. A new hot air 
furnace has been installed and the septic system has a new leach 
field. An artesian well provides water for house and barn.
Barn (new siding) -  circa 1900 with all original pegged beams, and 
hay storage for 1000 bales. Five box stalls with extra storage for 
sawdust, carts, etc., also a tack room with entry to an attached 
shelter. There is easy access to four fenced paddocks and a quarter 
mile jogging track, located on high ground with good drainage. A 
three acre secure paddock with 16'xl6' run-in shed, with a separate 
water supply adjoins this area.
l ocation —  The Saco River flows from the New Hampshire moun- 
tains to the Atlantic Ocean. It is Maine's cleanest river and is 
environmentally protected. With proper access swimming, fishing 
and boating is allowed. Sandy Brook Farms offers:
• a private farm road from highway to river
• sandy beach with boat access
• gradual incline for safe swimming
• picturesque brook on boundry line
• surrounding pastures supply necessary hay
• fruit trees and berries grow naturally
The farmhouse, of Federal period design, is surrounded by tall shade trees and 
the large barn, circa 1900, has the original pegged beams and wide boards.
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The farm property is surrounded by individual fenced paddocks with 
access to the quarter mile jogging track, which encircles the orchard.
direct
This premium property is conveniently located approximately ten 
minutes from Maine Turnpike, Exit 5, in Saco. This property is an 
investment in the future, offering the discerning buyer the oppor- 
tunity to be in an agriculturally based business at present with a plan 
for speculative development when so desired.
Buyer Options
Complete Facility For Sale Or Will Divide 
To Make Select Portions Available
• House, Barn, Track And Acreage
• Building Lots On The Boom Road
• River Frontage/Development Land
Property Has Been Soil Tested And Surveyed.
1995 Appraisals Will Be Completed Soon. 
Total Package, Or Various Parcels Will Be 
Priced Competitively For The Location.
Contact: Chet or Jean Emerson
456 Boom Rd. Saco, Maine 04072 
Tel. 207-282-9295
*  Sandy Brook Farm
SOMERSET STANI
P r ^ s (
Gaelic Raphael
(TNT's Bambino - Regal Carrie)
National Season's Record-H older 
W orld Cham pion 2yr. old Trotter 
Standing His First Year At Stud.
Stud Fee: $1,000.
There will be 20% of all Stud F 
aside in a fund to pay a Breede 
purses from Maine Stakes and 
BREEDER of the mare...beg
Also funded, will be an v^ed 
to be raced in a Series f<^Fo
Casino Brat
Foals Eligible To...
THE CADILLAC BREEDERS CROWN!
Introducing A New Breeders Aw
AWARD (
(Bret Hanover - Vixen)
A tough racehorse for the right price! 
Entering his second season
Stud Fee: $500.
Foals Will Be Eligible T0...THE MAI
For More Information Contact: Tim Powe 
P.O.Box 15 Pittsfield, Maine T
1ARDBRED STUD
Malady's Atom
(No Nukes -Joanne's Champ)
Sire Of:
• Atom's Surprise p.2,2:00h - '94
Winner of MSBS Final
• Race Me Hotshot p.2,2:00.1h - '94
Scarboro track-record holder
• Flash Atom p.2,2:03h; 3, l:59h
Multiple Maine Stakes Winner
Stud Fee: $1,000.
ard Concept For These Stallions
:o n c e p t ________________ _
ees from these five stallions put 
r's Award of 5% of all winning 
l Maine overnight races, to the 
;inning with the foals of 1996.
Stakes, four years and older, 
als x>f 1996 by these stallions. Awesome Almahurst
French Horn
(French Chef - Enid Gray) 
Sire Of: Anita Horn p .2 ,2:02.3 
Winner of MSBS Final
Stud Fee: $750
(B.G.'s Bunny - Azalea Almahurst)
NE BREEDERS STAKES & NESC
rs, DVM Somerset Standardbred Stable 
el. 207-487-5810 Fax 207-487-4384
Sire of: Awesome Frankie p.3, l:55.m  
MDP Pace p .3,2:01.4
Stud Fee: $1,000.
Kathleen Dempsey, USHWA/F1 Pres, and Jean Emerson present the trophy to 
longtime Pompano Park driver/trainer, Dick Macomber 1995 honoree.
Florida Honors Macomber
From being leading driver/trainer at Pom­
pano Park in the mid-70's to the present, Dick 
Macomber, at 61, can look back over a career 
of accomplishments in harness racing.
Adopted at the age of three by Leon and Ida 
Macomber, Dick grew up in Saco, Maine, 
where his father, who was the local Texaco oil 
distributor, also owned harness race horses.
Old-timers in New England will remember 
the horses, Frank Dillard and Robert Day, 
who raced at the Old Orchard Kite Track in the 
early '40’s. Irving Luce of Lewiston was the 
Macomber Stable trainer, racing the horses on 
the seasonal New England circuit.
As a youngster, Dick attended local schools 
graduating from Thornton Academy in 1952.
BY JEAN EMERSON
He has kept their "Maroon and Gold” colors 
over the years as his stable colors. His intro­
duction to harness racing progressed from 
working on the horses during the summer 
months to gradually jogging at the Kite Track.
After completing his schooling in Maine, 
Macomber joined the Air Force in the early 
'50’s, serving as an Electronics Technician. 
After a four year stint, a job at Douglas Air­
craft attracted him to Inglewood, California in 
1956. Hollywood Park, the harness track 
nearby, was a natural attraction and it was not 
long before a career change occured. With 
harness racing at its peak in California, Ma­
comber slid back on the bike and into the 
"star-studded" Hollywood scene where he
trained for Annette Funichello, among others.
With most of the serious purse money 
located at tracks in the East, the move was 
later made to the Buffalo/Batavia circuit, where 
he trained for Tony Leface in the late '60's. It 
was here that he met wife, Carol, whose par­
ents, Ed and Jane Hauck had raced horses 
since the ’40’s. It was not long before the 
Hauck family's "Buffalo Wings 'N Things" 
joined up with Macomber, an alliance that 
continued for nearly twenty-five years,having 
good success in the '80's with such as; Key­
stone Wise, Nemo Hanover, Croquemonsieur 
and Space Camp. This close-knit family grew 
as children; Ricky, Kelly and Kimberly came 
along in the next few years. To accomodate 
this lifestyle, the stable now geared itself to 
the upstate New York scene in the summer 
and the recently opened Pompano Park in the 
winter months, where the children would be 
based throughout the up-coming school year.
Macomber, who has raced regularly at 
Pompano for the past twenty-five years, has 
had horses for Delvin Miller,WhiteyFord,Lou 
Worsham, Stanley Dancer and the late Billy 
Haughton, reflecting their confidence in sup­
port of this stable. In ,73/,74 Dick was leading 
driver/trainer at Pompano with 40 wins, 35 
seconds and 21 thirds!
Through the '70's and '80's Macomber’s 
career in harness racing came into national 
presence. With Carol doing the bookkeeping 
and liason with owners, Dick concentrated on 
training and driving and keeping the stable 
prominent nationally.
Dick had Nevele Impulse as a three year 
old for Hans Enggren in 1980, sweeping both 
the Yonkers Trot and the Dexter Cup. That 
summer, Dick and Carol went to Sweden for 
participation in the International Trot
This team has a great track record for 
retaining owners over the years. Conrad and 
LindaZurich, who raced Everglades, Dr. Harry 
C., Michigan Kate and Sargent Bill in the
’70's, have been owners for over twenty years. 
The combination of Joe Thomson and Ed 
Gold has been with the Macomber team since 
the early '80's and are on the roster today. 
Little wonder when you consider their good 
fortune beginning with Desert Heat and Cricket 
Time, and then the sisters, Marcella Hanover 
and world-record holder, Milynn Hanover.
The highlight of Dick Macomber's career 
came with Trim The Tree, owned by Earl 
Laviana of Hubbardton Farm of Vermont 
With Macomber doing the training and driv­
ing, this son of High Ideal progressed from an 
ordinary two year old in the early spring, to 
breaking the half-mile record in the Battle Of 
Saratoga, winning the Kentucky Pacing Derby 
at Louisville Downs and then setting a world- 
record of 1:53.3 as a two year old in the 1982 
Kentucky Futurity. He returned the next year 
to win the Shelley Goudreau Final in Califor­
nia and the Windy City Final in Chicago, 
winning thirteen races in a row, before being 
injured and retired to stud at Almahurst Farm.
In 1993, the Thomson/Gold, Zurich, Ma- 
comber-owned, Ripple Storm, devoured the 
New York Sire Stakes, winning the Filly 
Pacing Final for more accolades. More re­
cently, through Buffalo connection, Coach- 
Marty Schottenheimer, Macomber met Ed 
Mullinax, top Ford magnate, who now has 
made a sizeable investment in Standardbreds; 
Cane Pole, Ice Damage, Caviart Thunder, 
Pilgrims Thunder, Winter Wings.. .plus young 
stock being readied for the races. Good people 
in the business draw good owners, and in turn, 
good horses. That is the key to success.
If you drive down Racetrack Road in 
Pompano, the Macomber Stable across from 
Gate 5, resplendent in "Maroon & Gold" will 
catch your eye. Just remember that the kid 
from Maine has done very well for himself 
and the industry! Richard Macomber was in­
ducted into the USHWA/Florida "Hall Of
Fame" on April 2,1995. Congrats! Dick.
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Simulcasting
Simulcasting is a dynamic part of today's 
pari-mutuel industry. It has evolved rapidly in 
the past few years and future changes proba­
bly will occur even faster.
Just the word "simulcasting" is viewed by 
many as the savior of horseracing, unfortu­
nately, this same word is viewed by others as 
a sinister element The simulcast debate will 
go on into the next century, but let’s set the 
record straight, here and now, about how si­
mulcasting works and how the horsemen are 
protected and are benefiting from this form of 
gambling.
The simple benefits of simulcasting in­
clude larger pools into which a bettor, espe­
cially at a small facility, can wager and not 
ca u se  the odds to plummet. It also provides 
viewers an opportunity to see racing from 
other parts of the country, that would n't be 
possible otherwise.
In the greater scheme of things, simulcast­
ing improves the handle and increased handles 
mean more money for the purse account. That 
"Track A" includes the money bet on "Track 
B" in the report of their daily handle to the 
newspapers and that "Track B" also includes 
the money "Track A" bets on them in their 
news reports is just what it states...how the
BY CAROL MALCOLM
tracks report their figures...NOT doubling the 
money and pocketing the profit in the back 
room.
State simulcast law protects the horsemen. 
All states have firm laws protecting live 
racing.Tracks must subscribe to these laws, or 
they are not allowed to simulcast. States re­
quire tracks to race a certain number of live 
racing performances in order to simulcast.
States may differ slightly in the letter of the 
law, but the basics are essentially the same. 
The horsemen receive a percentage of the 
simulcast handle and that amount is dictated 
by the terms of the horsemen's contract with 
the track, in many cases it is 50% of the net.
There are all kinds of checks and balances; 
for instance, when Pompano wants to send its 
races to another track they must request and 
receive, in writing, an approval from the horse­
men's association. A copy of that approval 
must accompany Pompano’s request to the 
State of Florida, to simulcast to that particular 
location. This procedure is followed for si­
mulcasting to each track.
The state must also approve any signals 
from other tracks that are brought into Pom­
pano. Each state has a variation of this proce­
dure, but it is very controlled.
At the conclusion of each night's racing 
erformance each track receiving races from 
lother location sends a liability of reconcila- 
on report to the host track, which is a sum- 
tary of the monies bet on those races that 
ight. A copy of this report also goes to the 
orsemen's bookkeeper.
As part of each contract negotiated be- 
veen racetracks, a fee is set and is paid by the 
xeiving track to the host track. For most of 
amess racing, this fee is 3% of the handle, 
ome of the thoroughbred tracks are a bit 
igher and some of the casino associations are 
bit lower; some tracks charge 1 or 2% more 
f you are only going to take one race, rather 
han their full card.
Each track sending out its races must have 
he services of an uplink company, and it must 
my satellite time. With some exceptions, most 
acetracks send out their signal encrypted, or 
icrambled, just like pay-per-view broadcasts 
>n HBO on your home TV. In some states like 
qorida, encrypted broadcasts are the law.
This is the way it works...the track where 
he racing is being conducted is known as the 
HOST track, and the track that shows the 
racing is known as the RECEIVING track, 
rhe receiving track makes the most from the 
deal, as they only have to return the amount of 
the fee and keep the rest, so it is much more
profitable for a racetrack to bring in signals. 
That is why it is so important that racetracks 
are allowed full card simulcasting.
This is not intended to diminish the impact 
of sending out the signal, as this is also an 
important part of a racetrack’s revenue. Re­
ceiving 3% of $400,000. on a nightly basis 
adds up over a period of time, however, by 
receiving a signal, more money is kept in 
house. Simply put, if Pompano simulcasts the 
races from The Meadowlands and the Pom­
pano fans bet $100,000. on those races, 
Pompano must pay $3,000. to The Meadow- 
lands, but it keeps $97,000. Out of this, most 
of the money is returned to the betting p u b l ic ^  
Pompano's costs are deducted from the takeW 
out, the state receives a small percentage and 
whatever is left over (the net amount) is split 
50/50 with the horsemen. If The Meadow- 
lands simulcasts Pompano's races into its plant, 
the reverse is true.Pompano only receives the 
$3,000. and The Meadowlands gets to keep 
the $97,000. Out of this $3,000. the same 
deductions apply as stated above, the only 
difference is working with $3,000.rather than 
the $97,000. Obviously, in this case, it is 
better to receive than give.
In summation, simulcasting is a legitimate, 
controlled form of gambling that adds much 
needed revenue to racetracks.
John "Bo” Hallett and wife, Michelle of Mass, sat with USHVV^JPUnducteeT 
Sand! Fisher, another longtime Pomano trainer/driver. I
USHWA National Executive Secretary, Bill Brown, an invited guest of the 
FL chapter, with Dottie Hhughton of New fields, New Hampshire.
New Hampshire’s Bob Anderson and wife, joined USHWA/FI. inductee, 
track photographer, Dan Gawlas and wife, Ruth.
Former Mainer, Peter Blood and wife Sue enjoyed the festivities. He will be 
leaving soon to race young stock at The Meadowlands.
The Macomber table; A! and Connie Grenier with USHWA/FI, inductee, 
Dick, formerly of Saco, Me. and wife, Carol.
New Englanders, (front row) Bill Cass, Kelly Case, Don Roy (back row) 
Roger and Noella Proulx and Martha Cass.
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Table 16, (front) Keith CIulT, Chet Emerson and Dan Hennessey (back row)
Stacey Cappetta, Jean Emerson, Jody Riedel, and Deana Ciamme. -
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The Thelma Poitras/George Mugnier owned HELEN SHARLU wins at Pompano 
Park in 2:00.2 for driver, Wally Hennessey on October 19,1989.
Broodmare Profile: Helen Sharlu
How many of us have bred a mare with the 
dream of producing a champion. It’s what 
keeps us in the business. If it happens to 
someone we know, we figure maybe we'll be 
next...and we go back to our Sires & Dams 
book. What would the industry do without us!
In the fall of 1951, Thelma Poitras and her 
late husband, Earl, purchased a fifteen acre 
farm in Granby, a small town about eight 
miles from Springfield, Mass. It was here that 
she operated a riding stable and day camp, as­
sisted by daughters, Cindy (who presently 
operates her own stable in Mass, with four 
bams and sixty five horses) and Earlee;-. (who 
owns an eighty acre training facility in Ocala, 
Florida.) Obviously, over the years, this has 
been a very "horsey" family!
It was in 1986 that Young Meadow Farm 
conducted a S tandardbred sale and Thelma at­
tended with one thought in mind...to purchase 
the yearling trotting filly, Helen Sharlu. This 
daughter of Drill Instructor - Oso Pure by 
Speedy Crown was featured in Lou Brudnick's 
Sharlu Farm consignment.
To Thelma's dismay, the first bid on the 
horse was the exact amount that she had 
brought with high hopes of doing business. 
Son-in-law, George Mugnier, owner of the 
Granby Telephone Co. who had accompanied 
her to the sale, stepped in to assist in the 
ongoing bidding and thereby became a part­
ner on the mare. This act of kindness has paid 
off in aces for all concerned.
In the fall of 1986,Thelma, who also owned 
a mobile home at Golfview Estates in Pom­
pano Beach, trucked her recently purchased 
filly to Florida and winter trained her in prepa­
ration for the upcoming 1987 Mass Breeders 
Stakes, with high hopes of a winner.
That next summer Arthur Nason's trotting 
filly, Twilight N, swept all divisions. Helen 
Sharlu was second. It was then back to Pom­
pano Park for winter training once again. The 
next season, with the Nason filly on the shelf, 
Helen Sharlu won everything in sight.
For the next few years this tough mare
BY JEAN EMERSON 
raced at Pompano in the winter, then back for 
the summer season at Yonkers and Saratoga. 
She racked up miles of 2:00 on the five eighths 
tracks and 2:01 on the halfmilers.
In 1991 Thelma and George decided on 
breeding and sent Helen Sharlu to the court of 
S ir Taurus at Dan Gematt Farms in New York. 
The resulting colt, bom on March 8,1992, was 
aptly named Mr. Telephone Man. As a year­
ling he was assigned to veteran trainer/driver, 
John Hogan, who locates and winter trains at 
Pompano Park. The trotting colt showed a lot 
of promise throughout the winter months and 
was transported North to Vernon Downs last 
June to qualify for the upcoming New York 
Sire Stakes. The 1994 stats read as follows: 12 
(6-1-3) $88,247. with a seasonal mark of 2:00, 
with most of his starts on the lucrative New 
York scene. He raced through the end of 
November, completing the year at Pompano 
Park where he finished fourth in the $89,000. 
Matron Stakes for two year old trotters.
This year Mr. Telephone Man qualified for 
Hogan at Pompano Park on March 18th in 
2:01.2 and has won two legs of the Armbro 
Goal Series, plus the $21,000. Final in 1: 58. 
He looks like a much stronger New York Sire 
Stakes contender in 1995, with opportunities 
for supplementing to the $172,000. Canadian 
Trotting Derby at Woodbine, the $300,000. 
Beacon at the Meadowlands, the $200,000. 
Yonkers Trot, and who knows what else.
What has occured with Helen Sharlu in the 
interim? She has been very busy back in the 
breeding shed. In 1992 she remained at Ear- 
leen's farm in Ocala and was bred to the Irving 
Farm's, Sailin' Windswept, foaling a filly in 
1993 named, Call Helen. It was also a Florida- 
bred in 1994...a Flagg Hanover named The 
Line Man. This year Helen Sharlu was sent 
back North, once again to the court of Sir 
Taurus, who now stands at Blue Chip Farm.
When you see what this produced previ­
ously, who knows what the future may bring. 
We would all like the opportunity to bet on 
this one, it's what dreams are made of!
Avoid The Spring Rush...
Call Today For The Latest In Spring Shoes! 
" H o n e s t " Ernest Tel. 207-292-3131
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Home Betting BY STAN GUTKOWSKI
Couch potatoes rejoice! Horsemen beware! fers in that it provides more in-depth informa- 
Sooner or later, home betting just might be tion and features. It is more of an entertain- 
here to stay! ment. Though wagering is central, there are
Home betting, the ultimate creature com- peripheral presentations, from how to bet, to 
fort for the racegoer (does a person remain a how to harness a horse. Exposure and educa- 
racegoer staying home?) could be coming to a tion work hand-in hand. The show seeks to 
television near you. Even if not on television, combine an introductory approach with a more 
wagering at home might be as near as the sophisticated one.
nearest phone. If Maine or Massachusetts would embrace
Recent experiments in the home wagering the concept ..track owners and OTB operators 
field run the spectrum from watching live would heartily endorse it...then home betting 
races and betting on them (New York and could come to New England.
Pennsylvania) by way of the telephone, to From the perspective of horsemen, home 
dialing for dollars without being able to watch and/or phone betting could represent a boom 
the races (Connecticut). A gentleman named, or a bust, depending on how it is structured. If 
Bill King, pioneered the concept two decades for example, the OTB parlors offer the serv- 
ago at Louisville Downs in Kentucky. ice, funneling the money into that network,
Not only does the technology exist for such which would offer a paltry percentage to the 
an operation, but apparently, so does the de- purse account, then home betting would be 
sire. In actuality, it is a relatively simple little more than another boxcar on the gravy 
procedure in today's world. All a bettor would train.On the other hand, if racetracks control 
need (other than money) is cable television or the dissemination of the signal, and the mo- 
a satellite dish. The racetrack and the phone nies wagered flow through the tracks, with the 
company does the rest. The track sends its percentage of the dollar bet at home consid- 
signal via satellite, and the local cable com- ered an on-track dollar for the purpose of 
pany, or a person's satellite dish, picks up the purse money allocation, then it would make 
signal. Then in the comfort of one's home, the sense (and significant dollars, too), 
bettor picks up the phone dials the number and Whatever the option, if this comes to pass,
places a bet...almost like being at the track, then horsemen must be prepared to lobby for 
The difference is that the bettor establishes an the maximum contribution to the purse ac- 
account, and the track or the OTB parlor does count. Percentage is not enough! They must 
the accounting. Some places offer only their be cognizant of the phrase "after expenses". If 
local product, but it would be possible to offer horsemen have to underwrite expenses asso- 
a full simulcast menu, a veritable smorgas- dated with home betting, then what looks like 
bord or wagering delicacies. a potential bonanza, may be more like a prize
The theory behind home betting is slightly from a Cracker Jack's box. 
younger than the Pyramids. If the folks won't Horsemen can no longer be content to have
come to the races, then the races will come to a place to race. Recent horsemens' contracts, 
them. Hardly novel, but if New York and like the one currently in place at Saratoga, 
Pennsylvania are worthy bellwethers, then it could find them racing for no more money 
works. But how well in terms of the horse- than if they chose not to accept home betting, 
men? That crucial question not only deserves When the statewide pari-mutuel handle 
consideration, but it is also central to the increases by some $28 million and the purse 
welfare of those individuals who make the account grows by only 1 % of that figure, then 
show possible. it would seem that significant gains are only,
Relatively new to the field, New York has in the words of Ronald Reagan, "trickling 
two programs, one featuring the thorough- down." Horsemen...especially those who are 
breds in the afternoon, and the other showcas- owners that pay the bills...deserve better, 
ing the trotters at night. Both shows offer talk- If they are willing to take a stand, rather 
ing and analyzing of the races. The New York than let their fate be decided by others who 
format does not include features on owners, have less of a vested interest, horsemen will 
drivers etc., you watch the odds change and see a mutuel handle so enormous that they will 
hear, "They're off! Then the mutuel prices are be unable to afford the luxury, 
posted for all to see. Be partners in any decision...
In Pennsylvania, however, the format dif- ...not unwitting allies!
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Center
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S carb orou gh , M e. 04074  
Tel. (207) 883-6400
S prin t C om p lete  14%  P ellet 
C o m p a ra b le  to  T rotter
Ask about our...
T A C K , F E E D , P E T  S U P P L IE S  "BAKER'S DOZEN"
Foster Udell, of Brunswieh, Me. and the Albert Albert filly, Small Change, 
who won the Shady Daisy Final this year at Pompano Park.
A rthur and Cathy Brewer of Haverhill, Mass, have raced at Pompano this 
winter and will be leaving soon for Pocono Downs.
Marty Banneval of Swanzev, N.H. and the trotting two year old filly, Glorious
the Garv Lewis barn.
Tommy Haughton and the two year old trotting colt Southwind Pinnacle by 
Valley Victory, owned by Dave McDuffee of N.H. and Tom Walsh of N.Y.Yankee, a Baltic Speed in
Mainers, John Campbell, l om Callahan and Rick Tonoli came to Pompano 
to see Dick Maeomber train his three year old Royal Prestige colt.
Leading percentage driver, Kerry Karkos, formerly of Wilton, Maine, with 
Vermonter, Jackie Brown, and Dana Irving, a Presque Isle, Me. native.
Amateur Trot Winner, Bud Hatfield with mare, Final Sunset, is congratulated 
by New Englanders, Lisa & Bruce Ranger, Bob Levi and Ed Rudner.
Chet Emerson, Wally Hennessey and Danny Hennessey pose with Keith CJuff 
and Fiery Peach, the fas^esfMaine-bred trotting filly to date.
TANPAM P1EEP 
S T A K E S
1995 Two Year Old Continuations (143)
HORSE SIRE
ABBEY'S HANDY GUY Wilco's Data
ANGEL DEVINE Ruck A Chucky
ANNIE'S ANGEL Bret's Champ
ATOM'S CLASS ACT Malady's Atom
ATOM'S MISTRESS Malady's Atom
B. F. SUNRISE French Horn
BARNEY GOSSIP Barney Blue Chip
BARNEY'S BIG GUY Barney Blue Chip
BARNEY'S VICTORIA Barney Blue Chip
BE MY ENEMY Ruck-A-Chucky
BEYOND STYLE Moving Forward
BLACK SUIT Williamsburg One
BLUE ANGEL N Wilco's DataBRANCHBROOK BUGLE French Horn
BRET'S BEST DREAM Bret's Dreamer
BRET'S FIREFLY Bret's Dreamer
BUDDY'S MOVING Moving Forward
BURTON E My Bill Forwood
CANDEE CHANDLER Zero Defects
CAPT. ANGUS Night Country
CARBINEER Kiwi LordCASTLE WIZARD Malady's Atom
CHEW BARKER Skip By Knight
CHUCKER UP Ruck A Chucky
COULTER'S BEAUTY Best Jeffery
D. J.. SOAR Soar
DAILY DOUGH Groveton
DERRING OAKS My Bill Forwood
DO IT COCO Cavenish
DO IT SCOOTER Cavenish
DO IT SHIRA Cavenish
E. C. DUSTELLE Groveton
EL FIN DE K C K. C. Three
EXETER EXCELLENCE Meadow Ro Mar
F. H. ANITA French Horn
FAFH French Horn
FAT CITY SMITTY 
FLAMBOYANT MELODY 
FLYING WITH SKIP 
FRENCH GIZMO 
FRENCH WISEGUY 
FRENCH ZIPPY 
GAELIC MICHAEL 
GAELIC NOREEN 
GAELIC TRICKSTER 
HANBRO WILDCARD 
HAPPY FORWOOD 
HOME R LONE 
HOT SNIP 
JASMINE
JEANINE'S JEANIE 
JOEY'S JOY 
JOHN BROWN 
JUST KATHERINE 
JUSTIMAGINEIT 
KELVIN'S BIG STAR 
KELVIN'S GO GO 
KIM
KOSHARI
L. A. LADY 
L. C. MALICHI LADDIE'S DOMINATOR 
LADDIE'S- MISH 
LENNY JOY - 
LINDON'S BREZEEBEE 
LINDON'S C-JUDY-8 
LINDON'S DANDY LION 
LINDON'S HOT PEPPER 
LINDON'S JO-DEE 
LINDON'S NIFTY NIGH 
LINDONS SHARBLEE
Williamsburg One 
Maladys Atom 
Skip By Night 
French Horn 
French Horn 
French Horn 
Wilco's Data 
My Bill Forwood 
My Bill Forwood 
Jelly Apple 
My Bill Forwood 
Slugger Almahurst 
Hot Blooded 
Skip By Night 
Moving Forward 
Sticky Two Step 
My Bill Forwood 
Wilco's Data 
Skip By Night 
Kelvin Lobell 
Kelvin Lobell 
Slugger Almahurst 
Sticky Two Step 
Morning Breeze 
Malady's Atom 
Laddie Angus 
Laddie Angus 
Ruck-A-Chucky 
Morning Breeze 
Hot Blooded 
Morning Breeze 
Hot Blooded 
Hot Blooded 
Night Country 
Armbro Blaze
OWNER
T .Pratt/M.Crandall 
/ernon Devine 
Basil Kellis 
Harry Badger 
Robert K. Berry 
James H. Fernald 
Leonard Pierce 
L.Wormell, Jr.
Scott McGee 
Betsey Kelley 
Edward Webber 
Andrew Card L .Saindon/T.Bradford 
W. Whitcher
B.& C. Penney Diane Parsons 
R.Johnson, Jr.
James C. Smith 
David Greenleaf 
G.Vernon MacDonald 
Mary Craig Robert K. Berry 
Charles Kelley R.Crawford/K.Allen 
R.& T. Glaster j .Woods/D.Boynton 
Linwood Perkins 
Alroy A. Chow 
Robert Hiemstra 
Goerge DeSantis 
Robert Heimstra 
W. McManemon 
Raymond Watson 
R .Crawford/K.Allen 
Ival Cianchette 
Ival Cianchette
D. Corcoran 
Robert K. Berry 
Basil Kellis 
Michael Graffam Jacqueline Graffam 
Loring Norton 
Time & Pace Stable
M. Branagan 
\ M. Branagan 
^arvey Hanington 
Leonard Pierce 
Edward Nickerson 
Bartlett Stables 
Frank Withee 
Bill Loubier 
Nancy Rogers 
Alroy A. Chow P.Varnum/K.Coleman 
Robyn Crochere
E.Corson/E.Fraser 
Ellery Corsoon 
Richard Hartley 
Nancy Rogers 
James C. Smith 
D. Corcoran 
Debora Freeman 
Debora Freeman 
Kermit Allen
C.Blackwood,Jr. 
Kevin Switzer 
C.& J.Marean 
Gordon DuBois 
Kevin Switzer 
Barbara Johnson 
Bruce Reynolds
LYNN-Z FORWARD 
MALADY'S ESCORT 
MIC MAC HONEY 
MIC MAC TERROR 
MISS CLAUDIA KEL 
MISS GULCH 
MISS JULIE B 
MISS LINDA HAYES 
MOUNTAIN SHAMAN 
MOVING EXPRESS 
MUTINY MIKE 
MY BILL LUKE 
MY BILL VICKI 
MY BUDDY EDIE 
MY ZERON. J . 'S MAYBETHEONE 
NARRAMISSIC NEIL 
NIGHT SAILOR 
NORM'S SHADOW 
OAK RIDGE SHADOW 
OUT BY THREE 
PATRICK HENRY 
PEACHY BALL 
PEACHY YOGART 
PENOBSCOT
PERIDOT RIDGECREST 
PETE N EARL 
PETER RIDGECREST 
PINE RIVER PRISS 
POLLY RIDGECREST 
PRIMO RIDGECREST 
PRINCE OF GORHAM 
PRINCESS VENERICE 
R & Y's BEAUTY 
R-BILLY BOB 
R-FAST HEART BEAT 
R. V. PETIE 
RACE ME SPEEDY 
RACE ME WESTBROOK 
RACEAEONG MEG 
RAMBUNCTIOUS DUKE 
REBEKAH ANNE 
SARAH'S GUY SCREEMING LUCY 
SHADAWIZKI 
SHANGHAI GIRL 
SHELBY DAINTY 
SHEfcMYLILROKNROLL 
SINAMON SURPRISE 
SKIP THE WEDDING 
SKIPPER'S COOL 
SMOKE ELSEWHERE 
SOMERSET P. J. 
SPRITE'S LAST DREAM 
STONE HOLLOW MARY 
SUMMER SAMSATION 
TAHITI SUNSET 
THANE AND WALT 
TOP GUN ONE 
UNNAMED 
UNNAMED 
UNNAMED
WARREN HILL MARSH 
WARREN HILL MJ 
WATCHIM WIN 
WESTRTDGE DILLY WILCO WILLIE 
WI1.COS ACE WILD MAN ANGUS 
WILLY WILCO 
WOODMASTER 
WUZZIE
My Bill Forwood 
Malady's Atom 
P.F. Kass 
Moving Forwood 
Mountain Skipper 
TNT's Bambino 
My Bill Forwood 
Ruck-A-Chucky 
Mountain Skipper 
Moving Forward 
Motor Drive 
My Bill Forwood 
My Bill Forwood 
Power Bob 
Zero Defects 
Sticky Two Step 
Wilco's Data 
Skip By Night 
Night Country 
Scrantonian 
K. C. Three 
My Bill Forwood 
The Fireball 
French Horn 
Moving Forward 
Aragon Hill 
Armbro Derek 
Stoddard Hanover 
My Bill Forwood 
Cement Mincer 
Bret's Champ 
My Bill Forwood Mountain Skipper 
My Bill Forwood 
My Bill Forward 
Fast Pete 
Witsend Tribute 
Moving Frowood 
Night Country 
Williamsburg One 
Moving Forward 
Skip By Knight Awesome Almahurst Wilco's Data 
Night Country 
Moving Forward 
Love Match 
TimmySkip By Night 
G. G. Skipper 
Mountain Skipper 
Slugger Almahurst 
Awesome Almahurst 
Moving Forward 
Wilco's Data 
Malady's Atom 
Zero Defects 
Skip By Night 
Wilso's Data 
Skip By Knight 
Say It Again 
Armed Blue Chip 
Love Match 
Love Match 
Skip By Night 
Jelly Apple 
Wilcos Data 
Wilco Data 
Laddie Angus 
Wilco's Data 
My Bill Forwood 
Groveton
Bruce Hadlock 
Ronald Douglas John & Ninon I.ohnes 
John & Ninon Lohnes 
Nancy Rogers 
Over the Rainbow St 
R.Belisle, Sr. 
Kermit Allen 
Nancy Rogers 
Ron Ferron 
William Haynes 
Louise Brochu 
Roland Poulin
J. Kozlowski 
Willis Nichols 
Norman Watson
F. & N. Pike 
Dick Seigars 
Norman Tisbert 
Oak Ridge Farm 
Lynn Porter 
Alroy Chow 
Ival Cianchette 
John Fenderson 
Bill Thoms 
Diane Emery 
Peter Hanley 
C. Chamberlin 
John Nason Carlton Chamberlin 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Patricia Leavitt 
Jerry Watson R&Y Prudenzano 
R&Y Prudenzano 
Roland St. Pierre 
Ross Vance 
Race Me Stable 
Race Me Stables 
Racealong Stables 
Robert Berry 
Basil Kellis 
Dirk Duncan Normand St. Clair 
Linwood Perkins 
James Brown 
Ken Lantz
G .Annaloro/Racealo 
P. Dineen/A. Brew 
Diane Parsons 
R.Johnson, Jr. 
Richard Hartley 
Benjamin Avery 
Bill Thoms 
Thomas F. Smith 
Marcia Salmon 
Richard G. Rose 
Franklin Hiscock 
M. & R. Hodgdon, 
K^vin Switzer 
R. Dinsmore 
James Shaw 
Terry Pratt 
Terry Pratt 
Nelson Malin
C. Paul Mullen 
Orrin Phipps 
Ronald Douglas 
Debora Freeman
D. Richards 
R&Y Prudenzano 
Linwood Perkins
(Corrected Copy)
M A IN E TANDAETOREID) HBMEEKMEK 
STA K E
1995 Three Year Old Continuations (148)
HORSE SIRE
BBY'S BOY 
ALTON'S WORTH 
ANDY'S IMP 
ANITA HORN 
APRILE'S ROSE 
ATOM'S STAR 
ATOM'S SURPRISE 
B. K.'S FASHION
B. R. BOOMER 
BASHFUL BABE 
BERRY SPEEDY 
BERRY WONDERFUL 
BLAZE N SPROUT 
BLITZKRIEG BILLY 
BOLD BLUFF 
BRANCHBROOK BEN 
BRANCHBROOK JAZ BO 
BRAT'S TRIBUTE 
BUZZER BEATER
BYE A DREAM
C. B. SPEEDY 
C. M. CHEVAL 
CARA LEE 
CHANCY STAR 
CHARBET JENNIFER 
CHERI'S PRINCESS 
CINDIBRET
CITY SHOES
CLYDE
COOKIE
CRIBBAGE
DAWN'S NITEMARE
DODIE'S GIRL
DOUCETTE
ERIKA'S GAL
EXETER RO MAR
FAUST
FINAL PERSUASION 
FINESSE AGAIN 
FIREBALL EXPRESS 
FLYING MONEY 
FOX E BUNNY 
G I'M DETERMINED 
G IMA MOOSE
G . M .'S HOPE 
GAELIC IRISH 
GAELIC SPARKLE 
GENIFER HILLARY 
GLAMOUR'S TINA 
GOLDIE HORN 
GONE FISSION 
GRAMPA PAYNE 
GRAMPS LIL BRIDGET 
GRAND OLD PARTY
H. P. FIREBALL 
HANBRO AVRIL 
HANBRO SWINGER 
HE'S A WIT 
HIDE-A-WAY MARILYN 
HOT1 PENNY
^'LL SEE YOU 
^fA LITTLE GABBY
J. B. VALENTINE 
JAN'S TOOTSIE 
JD's RENEGADE 
JEANNE MARIE 
JEFF'S BOOM BOOM 
JENKUYA
JIM'S DELITE 
JJD'S STARBURST 
JOLO GUNNER
K. C. BLITZ
K. C. CHILLY FILLY 
K. C. MISS
Sheryl's Number 
Zero Defects 
French Horn 
French Horn 
Laddie Angus 
Malady's Atom 
Malady's Atom 
Skip By Knight 
Fast Pete 
T.N.T.'s Bambino 
Stoddard Hanover 
Miles End Steve 
Armbro Blaze 
My Bill Forwood 
Williamsburg One 
Miles End Steve 
Miles End Steve 
Witsend's Tribute 
Barney Blue Chip 
Trusty Dream 
Stoddard Hanover 
Springfest 
French Horn 
One Mo Hillbilly 
Morning Breeze 
Groveton 
Bret's Champ 
Miles End Steve 
French Horn 
Morning Breeze 
Groveton 
Skip By Night 
My Bill Forwood 
Springfest 
Ruck A Chucky 
Meadow Ro Mar 
Dear Star 
Persuadable 
Williamsburg One 
The Fireball 
Money Supply 
Skipper Gene Marx 
G. G. Skipper 
G. G. Skipper 
Springfest 
Sheryl's Number 
Cavenish 
Aragon Hill 
LeCoursier 
French Horn 
Malady's Atom 
Witsend Tribute 
Morning Breeze 
French Horn 
The Fireball 
Wave On Bye 
Witsend's Tribute 
Witsend's Tribute 
Morning Breeze 
Hot Blooded 
Williamsburg One 
Cavenish 
French Horn 
My Bill Forwood 
•Williamsburg One 
My Bill Forwood 
Morning Breeze 
Trusty Dream 
Jelly Apple 
Jelly Apple 
My Bill Forwood 
K . C . Three 
K. C. Three 
K. C. Three
OWNER
Michael Davis 
L. & R. Bellmore 
George Barnard 
Ival Cianchette 
R.Lanpher, Jr.
Richard Rose 
Harry Badger 
B. Kellis 
Barbara Lawson 
Ronald Douglas 
Robert K. Berry 
Robert K. Berry 
Barbara Lawson 
Donald Watson 
Jean Card 
W. Whitcher 
W. Whitcher 
Thomas Smith 
Roland Cole 
Clifton Bradbury 
Carlton Chamberlin 
D. Corcoran 
L.Wormell, Jr.
Bruce Bridgham 
Charles Peers 
Jerry Watsonn 
Richard Hartley 
N.&W.Fontaine 
M & J. Graffam 
Roosevelt Susi 
Melvin Osgood 
Rocco Boni 
Dorothy Scammon 
P.Solotaire/L.Kemna 
Kermit Allen 
R .Crawford/K.Allen 
Nancy Rogers 
Tom Perkins 
Jean Card 
Nancy Rogers 
B.&J.Kelley 
Edward Nickerson 
Diane Parsons 
Diane Parsons 
Stephen Beal 
Dennis Luce 
Alvin Hiscock 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Leonard Pierce 
Orrin Phipps 
Roger Young 
Gerald Kilgore, Jr.
A. & K. Ozella 
Tom Perkins 
Ival Cianchette 
Victor Hanington 
Harvey Hanington 
William Barnes 
Fred Nichols 
R. & R. Cushing 
Jean Card 
Laurie Salzillo
J . Ballou/M.Salmon 
Alroy Chow
John DiAntonio 
Lisa Bickmore 
W. Loubier 
Edward Gilman
K. Hafford, Jr.
Estate of N. GallagJ^ 
John Loiko
Merlene Greenwood 
R .& P.Watson 
Frederick Greenwood
K. G. ROCINANTE 
KELLY MERCURY 
KID COBRA 
KOKO PELLI 
LEGAL NIGHT 
LINDON'S DEEJAY 
LINDON'S HOME ALONE 
LINDON'S KERI KEI 
LINDON'S LINDY 
LINDON'S ROCKN-HOSS 
LISSITY
LITTLE RIVER JERRY
LONA
LYDIA
MANDY GOSSIP 
MAYBE THE BEST 
MEADOW H. LOU 
MEGGA MINK 
MIRIAM'S DREAM 
MOWER'S MALADY 
MUDDER RUDDER
N. J.'S LORD PERCY 
NEW ENGLAND JUSTICE 
NICOLE'S FANCY 
OAK RIDGE ARTHUR 
OAT-N ANNIE 
OFFICER RIDGECREST 
OJAY RIDGECREST 
OLIVER RIDGECREST 
OLYMPIA RIDGECREST 
ONE WAY RITZ 
ORREY RIDGECREST 
PEARL O JOY 
PENNEY'S FLASH 
PILL COUNTER 
PINE RIVER BILLY 
POTATO WITH AN E 
PRETTY AROGANT 
R-ACE
R-ACHEYBREAKY HEART 
R. F. SCHEHERAZADE 
RACE ME G-MAN 
RACE ME HOT SHOT 
RACE ME STRAIGHT A 
RACEALONG SILVER 
RACING RYAN 
RAPID RASCAL 
ROCK ON ELVIS 
ROMIE'S JULIET 
RUSTY'S LADD 
SASSY 'N PROUD 
SCREEMING ANGEL 
SHADYWAY GENESIS 
SHIZUKA 
SISTER ANN 
SKIP ALONG JOHN 
SOMERSET LUCKIMARX 
SOMERSET PUPPET 
SPRING STARLIGHT 
SSQ SWEET & SASSY 
STEPHSON
STOCKHOLM EXPRESS 
STORM LEGEND'S FILL 
SWEET SUGAR DADDY 
TARAS MORNING STAR 
THUNDORRIN KEVIN 
TIME TO FLY FRED 
TRUE MOOD 
UPSALA KESTREL 
WANTMORE 
WATAPITI 
WHITNEY'S SPIKE 
WINDRIFT'S WILDONE 
WINSONG ALLIE
K .C . Three 
Mountain Skipper 
Skip By Knight 
Mountain Skipper 
Skip By Night 
Hot Blooded 
Morning Breeze 
Hot Blooded 
Morning Breeze 
Armbro Blaze 
Sure Show 
Skip By Knight 
Skipper Gene Marx 
Morning Breeze 
Awesome Almahurst 
Witsend Tribute 
My Bill Forwood 
Bret's Champ 
Mountain Skipper 
Malady's Atom 
Slugger Almahurst 
Mountain Skipper 
Groveton 
My Bill Forwood 
Scrantonian 
Witsend's Tribute 
Aragon Hill 
Aragon Hill 
Bret's Champ 
Barney Blue Chip 
Williamsburg One 
Stoddard Hanover 
Armbro Blaze 
LeCoursier 
French Horn 
My Bill Forwood 
My Bill Forwood 
Aragon Hill 
My Bill Forwood 
Morning Breeze 
Frankenshew 
G. G. Skipper 
Malady's Atom 
Springfest 
Sure Show 
The Ledger 
Mentowin 
Skip By Night 
French Horn 
Laddie Angus 
Cavenish 
Armbro Blaze 
Hot Blooded 
Slugger Almahurst 
Springfest 
Mountain Skipper 
Skipper Gene Marx 
Awesome Almahurst 
Springfest 
French llorn 
Stephen W.
Witsend Tribute 
Armbro Blaze 
Witsend's Tribute 
Morning Breeze 
LeCoursier 
LeCoursier 
Barney Blue Chip 
Jelly Apple 
Strandvagen 
Tarbesto Hanover 
Skip By Night 
Skip By Night 
Malady's Atom
Peggy Watson 
Alan Moeykins
H. & P. Lampron 
Nancy Rogers
B. Kellis 
Donald Marean 
Doug Gray 
Donald Marean 
Gordon DuBois
C. & J. Marean 
Nancy Perry 
Lewis Hoxie 
Roosevelt Susi 
Roosevelt Susi 
William McKenzie 
M & J Graffam
G. & L. Brochu 
Carlton Chamberlin 
R.Johnson, Jr.
Dean Mower 
Richard Hartley 
Norman J. Watson 
Alison Hynes 
Richard Whitmore 
Oak Ridge Farm 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Diane Emery 
Carlton Chamberlin 
Carlton Chamberlin 
George Pelletier 
Carlton Ridgecrest 
Barbara Lawson 
C. & B. Penney 
Tom Perkins 
John Nason 
Alroy Chow 
Roland St. Pierre 
R&Y Prudenzano 
Roland St. Pierre 
Nancy Rogers 
Race Me Stable 
Race Me Stable 
Race Me Stable 
Racealong Stables 
Gloria Hall 
Racealong Stables 
Dorothy Hiscock 
M. Graffam 
R. Lanpher, Jr. 
Robert Hiemstra 
Norraand St. Clair 
Nandy Dodds 
Richrd Hartley 
Arnold Miles 
John Williams 
Somerset Standardbre 
Robert Tondreau
L. & P. Pease 
Philip Grant 
Sarah Brown 
Bill Thoms 
W. Stratton 
Carlton Chamberlin 
A. & K. Ozella 
Doug Thompson 
Wendy Pettes 
Linda Lancaster 
Edward Buck 
Glenn Deletetsky 
Linwood Perkins 
Gerald Kilgore, Jr. 
W.Hall,Jr.
Kennebec Winsong Sta
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Colonial Brings Fame To Foxboro
BY BOB LOWELL
When Foxboro Raceway hosted the Colo- ever, won in 1:59.4 at Pompano and redeemed 
nial last month, the prestigious trot became herself with a triumph after the Colonial with 
the most famous race in New England since a wire to wire victory at The Meadows. Ms 
Paul Revere raced against the clock from Kitty was the first to "cross-over" into the 
Boston to Lexington. Open Division since the Filly Division was
The first major stake of the season for three created in 1982 at the Cradle of Liberty, 
year old trotters, the Colonial kicked off an Two fillies won the Colonial back to back, 
itinerary which includes the Triple Crown In 1975, racing's "Mr. Ambassador Delvin 
events: The Yonkers Trot on July 8th in New Miller, won with Meadow Bright and the late 
York, The Hambletonian on August 5th at Joe O'Brien captured the classic the following 
The Meadowlands in New Jersey, culminat- year with Armbro Regina, 
ing at Lexington on October 6th with the Ken- This year's Filly Division, named the Colo-
tucky Futurity. nial Lady, is slated for July 29th, also at Fox-
The Colonial's history was birthed at Phila- boro Park, and carries $100,000. in purse g 
delphia's Liberty Bell Park in 1968, and was money. Scheduled a week before the Hamble- o
moved to Rosecroft Raceway in 1986. The Ionian and the Hambletonian Oaks for fillies, ^  
first two winners of the Colonial went on to New England fans may get a real treat. Carl e 
become Triple Crown victors. Stanley Dancer and Rod Allen's, CR Kay Suzie, last years S  
won the Inaugural with Nevele Pride and in dominent two year old trot filly, is eligible. o
1969 Howard Beissinger chauffeured Lindy’s The Colonial, as steeped in tradition in the ^  
Pride into the winners circle. world of racing as the Boston Tea Party, has
Lindy’s Pride was owned by Lindy Farms been Stanley Dancer’s "cup of tea" over the 
of Somers, Connecticut, and is the racing years. Dancer, who will be inducted into the 
name for the Antonacci family; Guy, Frank New Jersey Hall of Fame on May 18th, has 
and Gerald. taken the classic three times as a driver and
In 1991, Lindy Farms swept both divisions four times as a trainer. He won with Super 
of the Colonial at Rosecroft. Michel LaChance Bowl in 1972, and Piggvar in 1985 in addition 
guided Uconn Don to a victory in 1:57.3 and to Nevele Pride. As a trainer, Flying Irishman 
Sonny Patterson drove Mr. Chin to a stakes was a divisional winner for Dancer, but was 
record of 1:54.4. driven by Harold Kelly.
This year Lindy Farms, who has enjoyed In 1987, Mack Lobell, the Horse of the 
fabulous success in the harness sport, entered Year, won the Colonial for driver, John 
a filly, Ms.Kitty, against the boys, which Campbell.
added some New England spice to the Colo- Getting the Colonial and the Colonial Lady
nial. Starting from post #9, the Super Bowl at Foxboro was a definite coup for New Eng- 
filly uncharacteristically went off stride at the land racing and Foxboro Park. The eyes of the 
start and was never a factor. She had, how- sport will focus on this classic in the future.
Howard Beissinger guides LINDY'S PRIDE to a win in the 1969 Colonial Trot.
New Englanders At Pinehurst
Trainer, David Jannone and LOVELY DAY , a filly by Storm Damage 
owned by John Kemp of Pepperell, Mass.
Trainer, Gordon Corey and Charlie Eitzpatrickwith GAELIC MICHAEL by 
n a h  mvTUHi hv Time & Pace Stable of So. Portland, Me.
by Albatross, owned by Linwood Higgins of Scarborough, Me.
%TDno^ JdDirtillneasti E&oimg 
90MOT LINE"
Rapid Race Results For Touch Tone Phones!
Featuring
Stretch calls, Complete Results, Racing Highlights etc.
Information Updated Immediately!
• Easy Selection - Press JL if you know your track code.
THOROUGHBRED TRACK CODES
Ak-Sar-Ben 257 Garden St. Pk. 427 Pimlico 746
Aqueduct 283 Greenwood 473 Playfair 759
Arlington 275 Gulfstream 485 Remington Pk. 737
Atlantic City 285 Hialeah 442 River Downs 748
Bay Meadows 229 Hollywood Pk. 493 Rockingham Pk. 725
Belmont Park 235 Keenland 536 Santa Anita Pk. 726
Beulah Park 238 Gold. Gate Fids. 464 Saratoga 784
Calder 253 Ladbroke DCR 338 Sportsmans Pk. 776
California Fairs 237 Laurel 528 Suffolk Downs 783
Canterbury Dns. 226 Longacres 566 Tampa Bay Dns. 826
Charlestown 242 Los Alamitos 567 Thistledown 844
Churchill Dns. 248 Lousiana Dns. 568 Timonium Dns. 846
Del Mar 336 Meadowlands 632 Turf Paradise 883
Delaware Park 337 Monmouth Pk. 684 Turfway Park 889
Ellis Park 355 Oaklawn Park 625 Woodbine 963
Fair Grounds 324 Penn National 768 Woodlands 966
Finger Lakes 346 PhiladelphiaPk. 744 Yakima Meadow925
HARNESS TRACK CODES
Batavia Dns. 228 Lexington 539 Rosecroft 767
Buffalo 279 Los Alamitos 567 Saratoga 774
Freehold 374 Maywood Pk. 629 Scioto Dns. 724
Foxboro 369 Meadowlands 632 Sportsman Pk. 776
Garden St. 427 Monticello 662 The Meadows 843
Grand Ct. Fairs 423 Northfield 663 Vernon Dns. 837
Hazel Park 475 Pocono Dns. 723 Yonkers 977
Hawthorne Pk. 429 Pompano Pk. 766
Note! Customer Control Feature
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Top Events Scheduled For Bangor
BY KEN WARD
Coming right up on May 26th, Fred Nichols 
and his investor group will kick off the second 
season of private operation at Bangor Race­
way. This 41-date extended harness meet will 
be conducted at Bass Park's half-mile oval.
The private group, Bangor Historic Track, 
Inc., rejuvenated the Bangor track last season 
after several years of declining attendance and 
parimutuel handles.
This group adopted a positive attitude 
toward providing Maine racing fans with 
unique and innovative promotional events.
" Afterassessing last year's extended meet," 
states Nichols,"we know what will work and 
what Bangor fans will respond to. We'll keep 
the best and build on that."
On opening night, the track will again offer 
a race fan the chance to get involved in the 
Standardbred sport by winning a racehorse for 
the duration of the meet, plus this year on 
opening night, the lucky person also receives 
$1,000. to spend any way they please.
The horse that management has selected 
for 1995 is Tridium, a royally bred winning 
son of Jate Lobell. This stallion has lifetime
earnings of $142,792. and a lifetime mark of 
1:52.3. Following the Bangor meet, Tridium 
will be shipped to Australia where he will go 
into stud service.
"The winner owns the assets and none of 
the liabilities connected with racing a horse," 
added Nichols,"it's all fun for the lucky racing 
fan." Last year's winner, Fran Richards, of 
Hancock, will draw the ticket for this year's 
winner. The track will absorb all costs through­
out Bangor's season, ending July 23rd.
Other events offered include the North 
American Driving Championship on June 
11th, featuring top Atlantic seaboard drivers 
competing with Maine's leading drivers. 
Sponsors, Bob and Jean Ferland will also have 
their collection of m mature racing silks on 
hand for all to see. July 23rd is the date set for 
the $10,000. "High Stakes Bingo" Invitational 
Pace, the largest purse offered in this track's 
history. The fall meet this year will see Bangor 
host, for the First time, the two year old divi­
sions of the Maine Breeders Stakes Finals.
It certainly looks like a fun year at Bangor, 
Maine's oldest continuous harness meet
For Sale...Horsemen Please Note! 
QUICK HITCH HARNESS KIT
Includes Harness, Back Strap, Hitch Buxton and Pad
Price: $179.95 
Call: 305-970-5072
PLANNING TO BREED YOUR MARE?
We have pedigrees of the Maine Studs. If you would like a copy, 
please send $1.00 to cover postage and handling.If you would like a 
pedigree of your mare, please include her name, plus sire and dam. 
Include your address and telephone number. Send to: 
McPatty Stable, P.O.Box 314, Freeport, Me. 04032 Tel. 207-865-1659 
"It's Time To Get Involved!"
Skip to the race desired by pressing the # sign on a Touch Tone phone.
j • Your Choice - Press 2Jfor National Racing Highlights, 
j • If you need Directory Assistance - Press 2_.
Cost: $.89  per minute (No Tolls) Must be 18 yrs. of age. j
"You'll get your Moneysworth!"
(Foxboro will be on line in the near future.)
( Clip and Save)
WANTED!
HORSES TO TRAIN & RACE
Willing to race Scarborough, Foxboro, Yonkers...and the Maine Stakes circuit. 
Also room for turn-outs and lay-ups.
JIM DAVIS STABLES 
276 Knox Marsh Rd. Dover, N.H. 03820 
Tel. 603-749-9614 or 603-742-2597
<
NEW ENGLAND SULKY CHAMPIONSHIPS
Yearling Nominations Payment Due: May 15th Fee: $25.00
f  HORSES NAM E: SIRE *  DAM  
1.
1. '
3.
4.
Make checks payable to: N.E.S.C. 
% Robert Ferland, Box 799, 
Berwick, Me. 03901
SIGNATURE
ADDRESS
. ; ' 1 ‘ • < • .... \__ ' ‘ ■ '
Dedicated To Preserving The 
Harness Racing Heritage In Maine!
MAY 26 - JULY 23 
SEPTEMBER 6 -15
SPECIAL SEASONAL EVENTS 
Sunday, June 11th - North American Driving Championship
Top Atlantic Seaboard drivers compete with Maine's current leading drivers.
Confirmed To Date: Dave Pinckney, Ted Wing, Jim Doherty, Bill O'Donnell, Marvin Maker,
David Ingraham, Herve Fillion, Ron Waples, Don Richards, John Nason, Dude Goodblood,
Gary Mosher, Freeman Parker, Leigh Fitch, Billy Faucher, Paul Battis and Gary Hall.
Tuesday, July 4th - Fireworks by City of Bangor
Spectacular Display...Our Grandstand Is Best For Viewing!
Post Time: 7:00 p.m.
Sunday, July 23rd - The Penobscot ’’High Stakes Bingo"
$10,000. Invitational Pace
Largest purse ever in Bangor's history, dating back to 1849.
Saturday, September 9th - The Maine Breeders Stakes Final 
Two Year Old Divisions Of Trotting & Pacing Fillies & Colts
i ' . s
CONTESTS & PRIZES FOR FANS
• On opening night some lucky person will win, expense free, the earnings of the horse, Tridium 
racing at the track for the duration of the summer meet, plus $1,000. upfront as a bonus. The
i winner enjoys all the assets and none of the liabilities, as the track will absorb all costs of racing.
• Each night there will be a drawing from entry blanks for someone to become eligible towin a 
new car for two years, or to receive $8,000. it's their choice, if the numbers correspond with the
■ first three winners to cross the finish line in a selected race conducted at Bangor Raceway.
Each night someone will be selected to try to win an all-inclusive trip for two to Aruba.
Pick a winner in the next race, and you will be eligible for the draw on September 15th.
Every Saturday night the first 1,000 people attending the races will be given a "Pick Six" 
ticket, if the winning horses correspond to the numbers the person wins $5,000.
' , Plan Now To Attend,
, BANGOR "HISTORIC" TRACK
A Fun Place To Be!
